Lag periods during the self-assembly of {Mo(72)Fe(30)} macroions: connection to the virus capsid formation process.
The kinetic properties of the self-assembly of hydrophilic Keplerate-type polyoxometalate (POM) {Mo(72)Fe(30)} macroanions into single-layer, vesicle-like blackberry structures in solutions were monitored by the static and dynamic laser light scattering techniques. In the presence of additional electrolytes, an obvious lag period at the initial stage of self-assembly was observed, followed by a fast increase of the scattered intensity. The whole kinetic curve is sigmoidal with a lag phase. A two-step nucleation-growth mechanism is proposed to explain this lag phase: the {Mo(72)Fe(30)} macroanions slowly associate into oligomers (mostly dimers), which are the thermodynamically unfavorable intermediates, at the initial stage; once the oligomers reach a critical concentration, the blackberry formation process is accelerated. Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) was used to confirm the oligomeric state in {Mo(72)Fe(30)} solution during the lag period. The length of the lag period is dependent on temperature, ionic strength, and the valent states of the additional salts, as well as the solvent content. The kinetics (including the lag period) of the blackberry formation of the {Mo(72)Fe(30)} macroanions show similarities to the self-assembly of virus capsid proteins (which are also soluble macroions) into spherical capsid shells, suggesting possible connections between the self-assembly behaviors of inorganic species and biological macromolecules.